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Utrecht University’s General Terms & Conditions of Delivery were adopted by a decision of the Executive Board Executive Board in a decision
dated 28 April 2009 and filed with the Registry of the Court in Utrecht on 8 July 2009 under number 219/2009.
Article 1 Definitions
General Terms & Conditions of Delivery:
Agreement:
Parties:
UU:
Other Party:

these General Terms & Conditions of Delivery of UU.
the Agreement in return for payment between UU and the Other Party to provide services, perform
work and/or deliver goods by UU to the Other Party, including follow-up Agreements, and covered
by these General Terms & Conditions of Delivery.
UU and the Other Party.
Utrecht University, Utrecht University, a legal entity under public law by virtue of Article 1.8 of the
Higher Education and Research Act, established in Utrecht, including its faculties, Service
Departments and other organisational components.
the natural person or legal entity for whom an Agreement is entered into by or on behalf of UU.

Article 2 Applicability
1. These General Terms & Conditions of Delivery apply to all offers and tenders made by UU and constitute an indivisible part of all
Agreements between UU and the Other Party.
2. Deviations from these General Terms & Conditions of Delivery are valid only if these are agreed explicitly and in writing by the Parties.
3. Any general terms & conditions of the Other Party or other third parties, howsoever named, are explicitly rejected.
4. In the event that they are in conflict, the Agreement will prevail over these General Terms & Conditions.
5. In the event that and as soon as it transpires that one or more stipulations of these General Terms & Conditions is/are null and void or
voided, the other stipulations of these Terms & Conditions will remain fully in effect and Parties will consult in order to agree new
stipulations to replace the void or voided ones, whereby the purpose and meaning of the void or voided stipulations will be taken into
account as far as possible.
6. Failure, at any time, by UU to demand fulfilment of one or more stipulations of the Agreement in no way affects UU’s entitlement to
demand fulfilment from the Other Party at a later date.
7. UU is entitled to have the work agreed on in the Agreement carried out in full or in part by third parties. UU will inform the Other Party
of this in good time.
8. The Other Party will not cede or transfer any rights and/or obligations by virtue of the Agreement, other than following written
permission for such from UU.
9. In the event of conflict between the Dutch text of these General Terms & Conditions and the translation thereof, the Dutch text will
prevail at all times.
Article 3 Conclusion of the Agreement
1. All offers made by UU are free from obligation, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise in the offer.
2. An Agreement s concluded through an offer being made by UU and accepted by the Other Party, following which the written agreements
are signed by both Parties.
3. The Agreement can only be concluded in writing. Amendments to an Agreement are valid only if these are accepted by both Parties in
writing.
Article 4 Prices and payment
1. Payments to UU of invoices will take place within 30 days of the date of invoice. Other payment conditions must be agreed upon in
writing.
2. All prices quoted in an Agreement are to be increased by B.T.W. [Dutch VAT] and other government levies, unless it is explicitly stated
otherwise. Payments must likewise be made including B.T.W. and/or other levies.
3. In the event that the Other Party fails to pay the amounts payable within 30 days of the date of invoice or within the term agreed by
virtue of the first paragraph, the Other Party will be liable to pay the statutory rate of interest on the outstanding amount, without any
notification of default being required.
4. In the event that the Other Party continues to fail to pay the claim, following notification of default, this claim may be passed on to a
collection agency, in which case the Other Party will also be liable to pay all extrajudicial and judicial costs associated with the collection
of the amount, alongside the total amount payable (including the statutory rate of interest).
5. The prices quoted apply only to the goods, services and work named in the Agreement. All additional goods, work and/or services
delivered by UU will be charged for separately at the prices applicable on the date of delivery or on which the services are provided.
6. In as far as the Agreement refers to regular instalments to be paid by the Other Party, UU is entitled to amend the agreed prices and
rates by means of written notification to the Other Party, with the observance of a period of notice of three months.
7. UU is entitled at all times to amend the agreed prices and rates by means of written notification to the Other Party for performances to
be delivered in accordance with the planning set out in the Agreement at a time at least three months after the date of this notification.
8. Payment must be made by transfer to a bank or giro account in the name of UU stated on the invoice, or separately in writing by UU
stating the order number.
9. Any costs associated with payments from outside of the Netherlands are at the expense of the Other Party.
Article 5 Delivery terms and retention of title
1. All delivery terms agreed between UU and the Other Party are adopted in good Faith on the grounds of the information known at the
time the Agreement is concluded and every effort will be made to observe these. UU is not however in default purely through the
exceeding of such a delivery term. UU is not obliged to observe delivery terms that can no longer be observed through circumstances
beyond its control. In the event that there is a threat of a delivery term being exceeded, UU will inform the Other Party of this at the
earliest opportunity and the Parties will consult with one another.
2. All goods delivered to the Other Party and to be delivered to the Other Party remain the property of UU until all amounts the Other Party
owes for the goods, services or work performed of to be performed, delivered or to be delivered by virtue of the Agreement, as well as
statutory interest and costs for collection, have been paid in full.
3. Rights will in all cases be granted or, if applicable, transferred to the Other Party subject to the condition that the Other Party pays the
amounts agreed on time and in full.
4. The risk of loss and damage to goods that are subject to the Agreement passes to the Other Party the moment the Other Party or a third
party brought in by the Other Party has been given actual possession of these.
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Article 6 Complaints
1. In the event that, in the opinion of the Other Party, a product or service delivered by UU does not (entirely) meet the usual quality
standards or that which may be expected by virtue of the Agreement, the Other Party may make a written complaint.
2. Complaints concerning visible defects must be made in writing within 8 days of delivery. Complaints concerning invisible defects must be
made in writing within 8 days of the defect being ascertained by the Other Party, or if this is earlier, the time the Other Party could
reasonably have ascertained this or should reasonably have ascertained this. Failing which, all liability on the part of UU lapses.
3. If the complaint is justified, the products or services delivered will be repaired, replaced or credited, following consultation.
4. A complaint does not suspend the obligations of the Other Party.
Article 7 Intellectual property rights
1. Unless it is explicitly agreed otherwise in writing, all intellectual property rights to all software, equipment or other materials such as
analyses, designs, documentation, reports, as well as the preparatory materials for these and offers developed or made available by
virtue of the Agreement, remain the exclusive property of UU or its licensors and the Other Party will receive, if such follows from the
nature of the Agreement, only a non-exclusive licence.
2. The Other Party is not permitted to remove or change any mark or notice concerning copyright, brands, trade names or other intellectual
property rights from the software, equipment and/or other materials, including notices concerning the confidential nature thereof and
confidentiality.
Article 8 Confidentiality
The Other Party is aware that the software, equipment and other materials made available by UU may contain confidential information
and trade secrets belonging to UU or its suppliers. The Other Party undertakes, without prejudice to that stipulated in Article 7.1, to
observe confidentiality concerning this software, equipment and these materials, not to make third parties aware of these or give them
in use and only to use these for the purpose for which they were made available.
Article 9 Liability
1. UU can accept liability for direct losses incurred by the Other Party as a result of an attributable shortcoming in the fulfilment of its
obligations by virtue of the Agreement or of a wrongful act, only if and in as far as this is covered by its insurance, and then only up to
the amount that can be paid out by this insurance.
2. In the event that the insurer fails to pay out, for any reason whatsoever, or the liability for the loss is not covered, or is insufficiently
covered, by any insurance policy, UU will accept liability only for the direct losses incurred by the Other Party as a result of an
attributable shortcoming in the fulfilment of its obligations by virtue of the Agreement or of a wrongful act, up to the amount of the price
to be charged by UU to the Other Party.
3. Liability on the part of UU on the grounds of an attributable shortcoming in fulfilment of an Agreement will arise only if the Other Party
has issued a notification of default to UU immediately and in writing, stating a reasonable term within which this shortcoming can be
remedied, and holding UU liable should it continue following expiry of this term in this attributable shortcoming in the fulfilment of its
obligations.
4. UU will not be liable for indirect losses, including consequential losses, loss of profit, missed savings and losses through business
interruption.
5. With the exception of the cases referred to in this Article, UU will accept no liability for losses, irrespective of the grounds on which any
action for compensation for damages may be based.
6. The Other Party indemnifies UU against all claims by third parties relating to the use by these third parties of goods, services and/or
work supplied to them by the Other Party or otherwise brought into circulation, arising (partly) on the basis of the goods, services and/or
work delivered by UU to the Other Party or otherwise brought into circulation.
7. The stipulations of this Article do not apply if the losses are the result of gross negligence or intent on the part of UU.
Article 10 Dissolution
1. Either Party is entitled to prematurely dissolve the Agreement in the event that the other party, following notification of default stating a
reasonable term within which the shortcoming may be remedied, is in default through an attributable shortcoming in fulfilment of one or
more of its essential obligations by virtue of the Agreement.
2. In the event of involuntary liquidation or a moratorium and in the event of cessation of work, winding-up or takeover or any comparable
situation in relation to the Other Party’s business, UU is entitled to dissolve the Agreement, in full or in part, immediately and without
notification of default or judicial intervention.
3. If the Other Party has already received or should have received performances by virtue of the Agreement at the moment the Agreement
is dissolved, dissolution will not affect these performances and the associated payment obligations, unless UU is in default in relation to
these performances. Amounts already invoiced by UU or which could have been invoiced by UU in relation to performances or goods
delivered before dissolution, remain payable in full and immediately due at the moment of dissolution.
Article 11 Force majeure
1. UU is not liable for failure to fulfil its obligations (on time and in full) as a result of force majeure.
2. Force majeure is defined in these terms & conditions as: circumstances that impede the (part of) fulfilment of the Agreement and which
are not attributable to UU. This includes, but is not limited to, strikes and illness on the part of personnel and disruption to transport, all
of which as affecting both at UU and its suppliers.
3. During a situation of force majeure, UU’s delivery and other obligations ensuing from the Agreement will be suspended. Both Parties are
entitled to dissolve the Agreement without judicial intervention and without any claim to compensation arising (but only in relation to
that part not fulfilled by virtue of Article 11), if the period during which a situation of force majeure prevents (partial) fulfilment of an
obligation by UU lasts longer than two months.
4. In the event that, prior to the situation of force majeure arising, UU has already carried out part of its obligations, or is prevented by the
force majeure only from fulfilling part of its obligations, it is entitled to invoice separately for that part already delivered or the part that
still can be delivered, and the Other Party is obliged to pay this invoice as if it were a separate Agreement.
Article 12 Applicable law and disputes
1. All Agreements between UU and the Other Party are governed exclusively by the law of the Netherlands. The Vienna Sales Convention
does not apply.
2. All disputes (including those seen as such by only one of the Parties) that may arise from this Agreement or ensuing Agreements
between Parties, will be brought before the court in Utrecht, unless Parties agree to arbitration.

